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HOW TO BECOME A NURSE, FROM START TO FINISH Get this  bestseller and start the journey!

Youâ€™re about to discover how to... Reach your dream ofâ€¦. Becoming a nurse! Since you have

decided to become a nurse, you may have a lot of questions concerning: How to choose a nursing

school, How to Become a RN, How to become a LPN, What is the difference between RN & LPN &

BSN. In addition to â€œHowâ€• to become a nurse: You may ask, How to be successful as a nursing

student. My name is Caroline Porter Thomas and I am the author of this book. I wrote this book out

of huge concern with how difficult & confusing the process of becoming a nurse was. I had a difficult

time choosing a program that was right for me, gaining acceptance into a nursing program & then

passing the extremely difficult nursing program and NCLEX examination. I was also very concerned,

because I really wanted to become a nurse; however had a C average in high school and had taken

a 5 year break since graduation. In addition to that, I was told in the 8th grade that I had a learning

disability and was held back and entire year. So when I made the decision to find a way to become

a nurse, I knew the odds were against me. However, I learned a few key study tips & techniques

that I will share with you in this book which enabled me to start nursing school with a 3.7 gpa and

also graduated nursing school with honors. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... The benefits

of being a nurse Where do you startWhat you should know before you starthow to transition to

nursing courseshow to use your nursing class time effectivelyAdvice from 25 different nursing

professors nationwide: Including Yale & Johns HopkinsHow to stay focused & EnergizedHow to

Enjoy the ProcessMuch, much more! Purchase your copy today! Take action today and purchase

the book that can truly change your life.  Check Out What Others Are Saying... â€œI purchased the

book How To Succeed in Nursing School, from ! I loved it!! I read it right before I started nursing

classes a couple weeks ago! This book made me feel one step ahead before I even started classes;

I felt like I was more prepared than many of the other students in my class. The book gives so much

great advice for nursing students to help us succeed.â€• Brooke Obermeier "Caroline's books and

videos have helped me out so much. I feel so prepared for nursing school and am so glad that she

took the time to instill in us readers all she knows."  Brianna Sam- Texas Tech University "I had no

idea how to study for anatomy and physiology let alone nursing classes before reading "How to

Succeed in Nursing School." After reading this book multiple times I have enacted Caroline's

techniques and I can say that they have truly changed my academics forever. I'm more confident

than I ever have been and am confident I can pass with honors as well as pass the NCLEX the first

time. I'm so grateful for this material that Caroline has published!" Evan Davison - The Ohio State
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I read this to assist me with school in terms of organization and at the end of the semester I realized

that what mattered the most was what worked for me. This book presents with good ideas, yet do

what works for you overall to help you help yourself through RN school.

I'm a combat medic and i have done from simple suture to shrapnel extraction and treating a simple

flu to treating renal failure. Initially, I wanted to be a PA, but this book made me discover i want o be

a Nurse.

In so many ways, she has helped me to move forward as a nursing student, whose still got a really

long way to go in becoming a certified BSN nurse. Im currently at a community college, who still

need to get accepted into a nursing school, take and pass the NCLEX exam, and receive a BSN

degree.Although I'm currently not attending a Nursing school at the moment, I still found this book

really useful to me, as a college student aspiring to be a nurse. I'm a student whose currently



struggling with lack of interest and study skills in science courses, have a really low GPA, and is no

longer motivated to do well in school, since I have continuously tried and had many failed attempts

to achieve my academic goals in school.Reading this book allowed me to change my mindset with

my anxieties as a student in college, while I'm taking the most rigorous science courses for Nursing

majors. Caroline also taught me some really specific and useful study skills to use in not just only for

nursing, but applicable in other non-nursing courses as well. (It may be already obvious to some

readers, who are already really studious and on top of their studies and schedule.) Lastly, I've

learned how to take care of myself and my overall well-being while in college.

Great book for someone who is thinking about the career or would like some motivation and study

tips. Should be required N101 reading. It was a quick read and I will go back and check out some

stuff in it again.

Caroline specifically outlines and writes in detail about her experience and gives you a picture right

off the bat with what her experience was like and definitely tries to relate to how many students are

feeling entering school or if they are struggling during the first few months. I bought this book when I

was excepted in a Nursing program. I went on YouTube to try and look up various nursing vlogs

about any information that I could have right away. I came across Caroline's, and every since I

started following her she has been nothing but extremely helpful and has always tried to answer any

question I have regarding nursing. This book I would definitely recommend to anyone even

considering Nursing because the information that Caroline includes just makes you so excited and

pumped up for being a great nurse. She has truly had an impact on my life and really shows in her

work that she truly cares about helping others succeed and move forward with great motivation. The

book takes you step by step through different phases and answers many questions that many

individuals have in common. It's a very easy read, and I've read and reread it a few times now and I

find something helpful every single time. THANK YOU, CAROLINE!

Very inspirational and motivating. Easy to read, has lots of studying tips and techniques. The author

is down to earth, the "girl-next-door", telling her own story of how she went through the whole

process - from starting just dreaming about becoming a nurse, taking prerequisites, going through

the nursing school, and then passing the NCLEX at the end with an excellent score. Her journey

from the decision making of what kind of nurse you want to become, what there are differences of

nurses in the nursing field, the organizing tips, the simple forms of daily planning, the worries and



anxieties she had to deal with. She also gives names of motivational speakers that she is listening

and the websites she is using.Would highly recommend to anyone who is going, already in, or done

with the Nursing School and getting ready to take the NCLEX.P.S. Paperback is better. You get to

carry it around and underline with your pencil, write in it, fully own it and use it many times and at the

best satisfaction level. ;-)

The book is great, what I expected!A lot of great points and advices I wouldn't think about myself,

great book to read before getting into the nursing program, love it, keep up the great work, great for

motivation too!

I watched her YouTube videos before and decided to read her book during my summer break! Well,

I am so glad i did! Whether you're a HS, pre-nursing, or nursing student, I would definitely suggest

you purchase this! Its such a great book! Helpful tips and wonderful advice. I find it amazing how

Caroline put in all her time & devotion into this book to help & guide others. She's truly an

inspiration. Using her study tips and guidance, I'll definitely strive to be an honor student just like her

during my first semester of NS! Thanks Caroline, love ya :)
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